




STARTERS

* prodotti abbattuti e/o congelati

LA 1° STEAKHOUSE IN ITALIA SPECIALIZZATA IN BLACK ANGUS

UNCLE PIT TACOS 8.00
Two tacos stuffed with the most melting beef you can imagine. We take a 

whole Black Angus belly, we smoke it on the woodcherry and let it cook just 
like real Pit Masters do. After more than 12 hours of heat and smoke, 
the belly is readyfrayed and served in tacos with fresh Coleslaw salad

ORNELLI BLACK ANGUS CROQUETTES 8.00
A crispy and light coating of potato flakes and panko that encloses a soft heart of a 

finely minced Black Angus meat cooked in milk and gently smoked. 
Served on a creamy Cacio e Pepe sauce.

BLACK ANGUS TARTARE 12,00
Grass Fed Aberdeen Angus  eyereound handchopped, freshly seasoned with olive 

oil and, lemon juice and capers, served on a layer  of crispy bread crutons and 

fresh egg yolk!

TACO DE ASADA 8,00
Three corn tacos with homemade spicy sauce of chipotle chillies, Black Angus 

meat "asada" and finely chopped seasoned with fresh lime juice and sour cream





WELCOME

WHAT KIND OF STEAK ARE YOU?

T-BONE STEAK DI BLACK ANGUS

IL TOMAHAWK DI BLACK ANGUS

NEWYORK STRIP STEAK

RIBEYE STEAK

Ornelli Black Angus is the 1st steakhouse in ITALY specializing in Black Angus, the famous black beefchosen 
by the best Chefs from all over the world and sought after by the most demanding steak lovers.This is the 
unique selection created by Nicola Ornelli and carefully chosen from ranches and farms around the worldto 
ensure all Carnivores and Steaks lovers authentic enjoyment, right from the first bite.THIRTY-MINUTE SIX-

STEP® INNOVATIVE COOKING by NICOLA ORNELLINo fast cooking, no steaks thrown on the grill.At Ornelli 
Black Angus we enhance the taste of meat to the nth degree through an innovative cooking,in which the 

steak goes through six different passages called “STEP”.Each step is carefully coded and carried out by our 
Chefs in order to ensure eachPerfectly cooked steak, a unique flavor, great tenderness and an incomparable 

aroma!

Contrary to what you have been used to seeing in common "steakhouses" it is not just onea matter of 
tenderness and size. Each steak is made up of one or more muscles and each of theseit is capable of 

creating different sensations after cooking. If you really love meat, you shouldtry them all, to appreciate the 
nuances of taste, flavor, consistency and persistence.

The most iconic and eye-catching of the large steaks, the name obviously refers to the typical shapeof an 
Indian ax! The Tomahawk consists of a large part of a Black Angus rib with one still attachedwonderful and 
gigantic Ribeye! The tastiest, most succulent, opulent, oily of the Black Angus Steaks!

In Italy it is known as Fiorentina but here it is forbidden to call it by this name. T-Bone is one of the best 
known steakslarge with bone. A “T” shaped bone that gives it its name separates the sirloin from the 

fillet.For the record, the T-Bone should or may not have any fillet, in fact generally the T-Bone with alarge 
portion of fillet is called PORTERHOUSE. Wanting to compare it with the Tomahawk (given the size) this-

steak is slightly firmer and firmer as wellnoticeably leaner

This steak represents one of the two parts of a T-Bone Steak, in Italy they call it sirloin, but don't thinkto 
compare our Black Angus to an Italian sirloin, it is a mistake, you would start very badly. This steak is 
averagecompact and has a non-invasive, nor too intrusive or persistent flavor. It has an elongated shape and 
that's why it isperfect for preparing cutlets. The presence of fat is limited to one of the two long sides, 
therefore very limited andperimeter only.

Last I left my favorite, the Ribeye Steak! In Italy there is no or better there is but as always it is another thing,in common 
steakhouses it is called Costata, but as you will see Ornelli's Ribeye di Black Angus has absolutely nothingto do with a rib, yet 

the anatomical part is that. The Ribeye is made up of three different muscle groupswhich, held together by collagen and a 
beautiful ring of central fat, create a truly unique harmony of flavors and textures.Tasty, greasy and greasy, just enough to fall 
in love, with a persistent and invasive taste from the first bite!The Ribeye Steak from my Black Angus selection is the ultimate 

Steak!

It is a steak composed of a single muscular group, the shape is tapered. Tender and generally not very
marbled. The taste of Teres Major is generally very delicate and absolutely not greasy. This steak is not practically 
commercialized in Italy. It is obtained from the front part of the Black Angus, we can without fear of denial call it "front fillet" 
or "shoulder fillet". If you don't want to experience strong emotions, you are looking for a meat that is not too demanding, 
light and with a smaller portion size than our classic Ribeye, you should choose this one. If you are an avid Beef lover of 
buttery and Beefy flavors the Teres Major is not for you.

TERES MAJOR





LA 1° STEAKHOUSE IN ITALIA SPECIALIZZATA IN CARNE DI BLACK ANGUS

SELECTED BY NICOLA ORNELLI

BLACK ANGUS RIBEYE STEAK - SILVER LABEL - LA FINCA - ARGENTINA - 38,00

Black Angus steers bred in the boundless prairies of South America live in a semi-wild state.
Which guarantees a natural grass fed diet and a lot of movement. This results in a meat that is 
less tender and has a more delicate and less pronounced flavor than the GOLD  labeled selection.

Served with homemade tartare sauce and homemade flavored smoked butter

This is a Newyork Strip Steak of Argentine Black Angus grass fed, known as BIFE ANGOSTO, in South America, the land 
from which it came. Labeled as SILVER Label, meaning lightly or moderately marbled. The taste of the meat is delicate and 

the beefy flavor as we like to call it is almost light, accomplice the little marbling and the grass fed.

Served with homemade tartare sauce and homemade flavored smoked butter

BLACK ANGUS BIFE ANGOSTO - SILVER LABEL - LA FINCA - ARGENTINA - 38,00

BLACK ANGUS RIBEYE STEAK - GOLD - UK  55,00
SELEZIONE GREEN SHIRE - GRASS FED

From Nicola Ornelli's selection called Green Shire which includes only certified Aberdeen Angus steaks 100% Grass Fed. 
This ribeye steak is tender and has a pleasant and delicate flavour profile as grass fed meats usually are. Enriched by a 

gentle maturation, designed to give the meat a sharper flavor but without depriving it of its natural moisture, necessary when 
a steak is low in fat, as in this case.

Served with homemade Tartare sauce and homemade smoked butter

Probably the most famous steak in the whole world the "T-Bone"!
What to say about the PORTERHOUSE, it is basically a TBONE that also includes a portion of

fine and tender fillet, practically two steaks in one. From Black Angus steers bred in the United States 
and fed mainly with corn and grain (CORN FED). Flavorful meat, tender, and well marbled. The 
Porterhouse after cooking, is served tableside over a plate kept warm by an open flame. Blackstone 

U.S.A. Black Angus is private selection made by Nicola Ornelli
 Served tableside for your own pleasure

BLACK ANGUS - GOLD LABEL - BLACKSTONE USA - CORN FED

PORTERHOUSE / T-BONE - 800GR/1400GR - 10,00/100GR

Newyork Strip with Bone, of Black Angus selected by Nicola Ornelli in the autonomous region of 
Spain called Castile and Leon. The raising of Black Angus on the basis of cereals - CORN FED-.

gives the meat a significant presence of fat, a full and distinct taste and a compact and buttery texture.
The taste and texture are greatly amplified by the DRY AGING process to which this steak is subjected.
Suitable for those who love marbled meat and a good presence of fat, with a strong and persistent taste.

Served with homemade Tartare sauce and homemade smoked butter

BLACK ANGUS - DRY AGED LOMO BAJO - GOLD LABEL - 650gr - 70,00
- 45GG DRY AGING - CASTIGLIA E LEÓN - SPAGNA
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*prodotto surgelato o abbattuto

GRILLED MUSHROOMS
SEASONED WITH 

PARSLEY AND LEMON
6

ROASTED WEDGES
BAKED AND ROASTED

POTATOES SPICED WITH 
FRESHLY GROUND 

ROSEMARY BLACK PEPPER 
AND GARLIC

5

SKINNY GRIP&DIP
OUR DEEP FRIED
SKINNY POTATOES

5

AMERICAN COLESLAW
(mayo, cabbage, carrots)

5

CROSTINI SALAD
 THINLY SLICED SALAD
WITH YOGURT SAUCE
AND BREAD CRUTON

6

It is a steak little more than 1 finger high, of medium consistency, but with 
a unique taste. You must choose it if you love meat with strong flavors, it 
is a steak that also lends itself to being well cooked. Don't expect a refined 
taste or a delicate texture. This steak around the world is used for the 
famous Fajitas and many other typical dishes, such as Taco. In Italy unfor-
tunately it is mostly ignored because of the difficult processing and cooking 
so it ends up being ground up! PITY! 
Served sliced with Machu Picchu Sauce and Corn Tortilla

ENTRANHA - SILVER LABEL - WHITE PEAK - 

CANADA 30,00

Authentic Beef Ribs, prepared by slow cooking as required by American 
Barbecue tradition.
Smoked with cherry wood and marinated with Barbecue Sauce.
Tender and melt-in-your-mouth, with a fair amount of fat.
Served with Corn Tortilla

BEEF RIBS - LOW & SLOW - 25,00

WILD ORCANIC VEGGIES
GREEN LEAF OF 

ORGANIC VEGGIES COOKED
IN PAN WITH OIL AND GARLIC

8

One of the world's most exclusive and sought-after brands of Wagyu breeding and selection
in the United States Of America. The PLATINUM Label is the peak of our offering and are the most tender, flavorful and marbled 

steaks you can find on our Menu. Wagyu made in the USA as marbling and taste can be compared to 
is the perfect middle ground between a Japanese Kobe Beef and an excellent Black Angus.
The meats possess a very present marbling, but not as extreme as that of Japanese meat

this makes the steak less heavy and therefore enjoyable even in generous quantities.

Served with homemade tartare sauce and homemade flavored smoked butter

WAGYU BEEF NEWYORK STRIP STEAK - PLATINUM LABEL - 
SNAKE RIVER FARM - U.S.A - 300GR CIRCA 65,00

BLACK ANGUS SOPRANO STEAK - 45,00 
NEWYORKSTRIP STEAK WITH POACHED EGG, 
BLACK TRUFFLE AND PARMESAN
250gr of argentinian grass fed black angus newyork strip steak, grilled and 
served in slice topped with poached egg, freshly ground Parmigiano Regiano 
and thinly sliced fresh black truffle.

Served with fresh black truffle sliced table side and homemade truffle oil
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LA 1° STEAKHOUSE IN ITALIA SPECIALIZZATA IN BLACK ANGUS

FRESH PASTA 
WITH

“PRIME”
BLACK ANGUS RAGOUT

NOT ALL THE STEAKS WE PREPARE ARE THE RIGHT SIZE TO BE GRILLED, SOME ARE 
TOO SMALL OR SIMPLY OF A SHAPE NOT CONGENIAL TO US.

THIS IS WHY THEY FOLLOW A DIFFERENT PATH IN OUR KITCHEN.
EVERYTHING WE CAN'T GRILL, WE CAN MAKE IT A 

WONDERFUL AND TASTY SLOWLY COOKED BLACK ANGUS RAGOUT,
AS IF IT WERE IN A BARBECUE WITH INDIRECT FIRE.

THE RESULT IS A VERY THICK SAUCE ENRICHED BY MEAT IN PIECES AND NOT 
GROUND MEAT. BUT ABOVE ALL PREPARED WITHOUT USING SCRAPS OF BUTCHERY 

OR CUTS OF SIDE BUT "BLACKANGUS PRIME".

SERVED WITH

PAPPARDELLE HANDMADE BY PASTIFICIO SECONDI IN ROME
WITH FRESHLY GROUND PARMIGIANO REGGIANO

16,00





BLACK ANGUS BURGER

LA 1° STEAKHOUSE IN ITALIA SPECIALIZZATA IN BLACK ANGUS

OUR KNOWLEDGE ABOUT LONG COOKING
OUR SELECTION OF BLACK ANGUS MEATS

IN A DELICIOUS SELECTION OF AMERICAN STYLE SANDWICHES
served with Grip&Dip fries - choose your side +3€

PRETZEL-BUN
We needed a particular and unique bread to accompany our idea of a "sandwich."

We found it in a Pretzel Bun.
Soft and fluffy like a Hamburger bun, spongy enough to absorb any sauce,

but with the typical taste and smell of a real PRETZEL!

IL CHIAGGESE 18.00
Grilled 200gr ground Black Angus beef, crunchy bacon slices,

melted Taleggio cheese, mayonnaise, fresh lettuce and tomato

UNCLEPIT PULLED BEEF  16.00
Black Angus belly seasoned with our secret rub and cooked and smoked for more 

than 10 hours with cherry wood, pulled and served in our PRETZELBUN with 

Cheddar Cheese and Coleslaw Salad (Cabbage, Purple Cabbage, Mayonnaise)

FORGOT THE BRISKET 16.00
Slow cooked and cherry smoked beef brisket, sliced and served on our 

PRETZELBUN sandwich, with cucumbers, barbecue smoked sauce, 

american coleslaw salad, and cheddar cheese.

L’ORIGINALE

SINCE 2016



I DOLCI

Homemade Chocolate Brownie served warm 

with fresh whipped cream and vanilla pastry cream 

Homemade Chocolate Brownie served warm 

with fresh whipped cream and salted caramel cream

LEMONCURD CHEESCAKE 8,00

BROWNIE FLEUR DE SEL CARAMEL 8,00

BROWNIE BLACK & WHITE 7,00

BROWNIE BRONTE 8,00

 
Cheescake with crumbled cookies and creamy lemon

Homemade Chocolate Brownie served warm 

with fresh whipped cream and pistachio cream

From an old family recipe—dark, fruity and moist 

wrapped in  a cream cheese frosting, flecked 

with bright orange carrots  and ribboned  with 

a contrasting  white chocolate drizzle.

CARROT CAKE 8,00
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R H U M & sweet wines

RHUM DIPLOMATICO RESERVA EXCLUSIVA......................................
Composed of a blend of 60 different Rhums and aged 12 years. The distillation is done by using pure water from Andes mountains.
This appreciated Rhum of amber color with golden reflections is complex to the nose and has aromas of pastry, orange and cocoa with spicy notes.
spicy notes. Vanilla and cocoa are present and persistent in the mouth as well.

PIACIONE E VANIGLIOSO METTE TUTTI D’ACCORDO

8.004 cl

COMPLESSO ADATTO AI “RHUM ADDICTED”

11.004 cl

TENDENZA DOLCE E’ IL RHUM DI CHI NON AMA IL RHUM

9.004 cl

RHUM ZACAPA 23 YO.......................................................................
Aged in oak barrels that have previously housed Bourbon, Sherry and Pedro Ximenez wines. Zacapa is a Rhum made from a combination 
of Rhums aged up to 23 years. of Rhums aged up to 23 years which produces a distillate of great structure and complexity.  

RHUM PROHIBIDO 12YO...................................................................
The name is enough to make you want it. If you don't love Rhum or have never tried it start here. Produced in Mexico this special Rhum,
as the label says, was forbidden to the Spanish colonizer King Frederick V of Bourbon. The story behind the birth of this sweet Rhum 
which was created by mixing a little bit of raisin wine is really unique and curious and maybe we will tell it to you, upon request.

MORBIDO ED AMABILE UNICO NEL SUO GENERE

8.004 clRHUM DICTADOR 12YO...................................................................
Made by fermenting Sugar Cane molasses in copper stills and continuous steel columns. Rhum Dictator
is aged in oak casks has an amber color to the nose is intense with hints of caramel, honey and roasted coffee. To the palate
is delicate and round, capable of recalling the same olfactory notes.

PASSITO DI PEDRO XIMENEZ

7.006 clPEDRO XIMENEZ - ALVEAR DE ANADA 2014................................
Sweet wine produced in the Montilla Moriles DOC area by ALVEAR winery, the oldest winery in Andalucia. Pedro Ximenez is a grape 
variety suited to the production of great sweet fortified wines, grapes are left to dry in the sun on mats after harvesting, the aging is 
done in terracotta jars. aging takes place in terracotta jars. Amber color and bright, intense and persistent aromas of ripe fruit, raisins and nuts. 
The taste is enveloping persistent and pleasantly juicy.

I PROFUMI DELLA SICILIA IN FIORE E DELLA FRUTTA MATURA

7.006 clZIBIBBO IGT - FLORIO MORSI DI LUCE .........................................
The passito for excellence or at least the one most known to the general public is Sicilian Zibibbo. Florio, undisputed brand of Sicilian wines
from time immemorial produces a passito of Zibibbo of all respect, it is called Morsi di Luce, it is sweet, round wrapping 
and very aromatic. Impossible not to love it since the first contact!

PASSITO DI MALVASIA E TREBBIANO

6.006 clSANTO SPIRITO11 - FRESCOBALDI VINO LIQUOROSO...................
Obtained from the drying of Trebbiano and Malvasia grapes. Amber color, very clear and lively. To the nose it shows fruity scents, 
such as raisins and hazelnuts with a predominance of dried figs and final nuance given by vanilla scents. Round entry in the mouth, of 
right consistency in the finish are manifested aromas of almond in the aftertaste.

VINI DOLCI






